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Tracking Animals for Conservation 

Elephant Tracking Report No. 22:  1st to 31st July 2009 
 

The month of July was remarkably busy as new data from seven successful collaring 

operations during the month of June/early July started to flow into our database. Two female 

elephants, Kauro and Ntumot were collared in Sera Conservancy on 1st July. We are very 

grateful for the support of Tusk Trust and elephant.co.uk for sponsoring the operation which 

saw a successful collaboration between STE and the Northern Rangelands Trust (NRT). 

Anastasia and Rosemary, whose collars had failed prematurely in 2008 were re-collared in 

Samburu National Reserve. A bull, Thoreaux was collared in Buffalo Springs National 

Reserve. In mid July, another two females, Rangoon and Basilica were collared in Lewa in 

collaboration with Susannah Rouse. The number of active collars in Samburu & Laikipia at 

the end of the month was nineteen.  

 

Ol ari Nyiro is back into Rumuriti forest after a two day streak with a stop over in Lariak 

Forest. In adition to walking by night, a time density plot shows that he crossed the settlement 

areas at high speeds. Ngelesha is back into Laikipia Nature Conservancy’s rhino enclosure. 

Mountain Bull in still in Imenti Forest. In a rare observation, Ukuta has been visiting only 

one settlement area, Muhotetu A, and as usual, he retreats into Rumuruti forest. Sora has 

continued visiting the farms adjacent to the forest.  
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Figure 1. The locations of 18 elephants tracked in Laikipia, Isiolo and Samburu. 
 
We have six new animals; Thoreaux, Anastasia, Kauro, Ntumot, Basilica and Rangoon. 
Anastasia and Thoreaux have had collars before. As a reminder, elephant icons facing right 
depict bulls and vice versa. 
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Figure 2. Sora in Marsabit.  
 
Sora has been spending time on the periphery of Mt. Marsabit and frequently venturing into 
the adjacent settlements. It is interesting to note that after spending the first three weeks of 
July in the south eastern part of his range, he walked right through the settlements under the 
cover of darkness despite having a relatively safer option of crossing through the forest. This 
could be an avoidance of the steep slopes as has been revealed by some of our past studies. 
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Figure 3. Ngelesha (in red), Lenana (in blue) and Ol ari Nyiro (in green). Inset is a close up of the rhino 
enclosure demarcated with a light blue fence line around it. 
 
On 11th July, Ngelesha entered into the rhino enclosure where he is to date. After possibly 
some unproductive raids into the settlements around the Conservancy, Ol ari Nyiro set off for 

Rumuruti forest on 7th July. He 
traversed through potentially 
unsafe settlement areas by night, 
with a stopover in Lariak Forest. A 
speed map derived from his track 
(left) clearly shows that he made a 
streak through the settlements well 
aware of the risks. He walked at 
speeds of up to 4.2 kilometres per 
hour. 
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Figure 4. Ukuta (in brown), Genghis Khan (in yellow) and Mpala (in blue) . 
 
Ukuta is in Rumuruti forest and he has been going into Muhotetu A once in a while. We note 
that he did not visit any other settlement area apart from Muhotetu A in July. For the last one 
year, Ghenghis Khan has not ventured north. He has been spending time in Lombala, Bhora, 
Kifuko and ADC Mutara. The fence, in light blue, commissioned in May 2008 has proved 
quite effective in containing his movement. Unlike Genghis Khan, Mpala is roaming far and 
wide. For the last one month, he has been up north into Ngorare, and Segera through Thome. 
The fence separates privately owned wildlife friendly ranches to the right from the small 
scale settlements to the left.  
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Figure 5. Rangoon 
 
Rangoon’s collar was deployed on 17th July. Her collar makes the number of elephants 
tracked within Lewa Conservancy three, after Drachmae and Tia Maria. Since then, she has 
been into Ngare Ndare. Drachmae and Tia Maria have maintained their home range. 
Rangoon’s first position is marked with a diamond mark highlighted in red for clarity. 
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Figure 6. Basilica 
 
Basilica was collared on 25th July. She made little movements for the first few days before 
roaming throughout the northern part of the conservancy and eventually exiting into Isiolo 
West via the gap in the fence.
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Figure 7. Tia Maria (in orange) and Drachmae (in pink) 
 
While Tia Maria has all along been in Lewa Conservancy, Drachmae went out into Isiolo 
West where she spent two days, from 7th to 9th July. 
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Figure 8. Morani 
 
Since Morani left Kifuko a month ago, he has been in Loldaiga ranch from where he makes 
brief visits into the neighbouring Ole Naishu ranch. The southern fence of Loldaiga ranch has 
been effective in containing his movements. He went across it twice, when he ventured into 
Muramati and Muthomi. 
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Figure 9. Loldaiga 
 
Loldaiga has left Mukogodo forest for Makurian and the group ranches. He has been visiting 
frequently a point circled in red in the heart of Makurian which we suspect to be a source of 
water. 
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Figure 10 Anastasia (in blue) and Thoreaux (in pink) 
 
These elephants have been re-collared. Anastasia’s collar was deployed on 19th and that of 
Thoreaux was deployed on 20th July. Since he was collared, Thoreaux has been into Ngare 
Mara and Isiolo West.  
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Figure 11. Southern Cross 
 
Southern Cross is in Meru North. She has been spending most of her time in Shaba National 
reserve, her main home range. Earlier in July, she went out as far as Waso to the north. 
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Figure 12.  Mountain Bull 
 
Mountain Bull is in Imenti Forest. On the night of 17th July, he crossed the fence but returned 
into Imenti forest after three hours, before dawn. 
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Figure 13. Sera 
 
Sera is in Wamba West, near its boundaries with Ol Donyiro and Loroki. She briefly visited 
the latter two properties. She went to Loroki on 6th July and into Oldonyiro on 14th.  
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Figure 14. Kauro and Ntumot 
 
On the first day of July, we added onto our tracked elephants, Kauro and Ntumot. These 
females were collared in Sera Conservancy. They have been keeping close company of each 
other since then. They have been into Namunyak and back severally. The spot where the 
collaring operation was carried out is indicated with two diamond marks (circled in red). We 
note that they have spent a considerable amount of time near the spot on the riverbed. 


